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When ex-firefighter Scott Nylander and a group of ecologists approach a silo filled with oil to hang a
banner with an eco-message, they suddenly realize they came to the wrong place at the wrong time.
There's a bomb attached which is going to explode in a few seconds. As the group finds shelter, a
mass explosion causes a huge flaming tornado, which starts to destroy everything in its way. Scott
and his team are accused of being terrorists that caused the explosion and must now stop the fire
twister before it destroys LA. Another in an endless stream of cheap disaster movies filled with
washed-up leading actors, nobody supporting actors, and lousy CGI. This one's got Casper Van Dien
in it - no stranger to the genre having also appeared in 500 MPH STORM, which is pretty much
interchangeable with this movie. The story is about a private company who devise a new and deadly
form of fuel, which then gets caught up in a twister and refuses to be extinguished.

As with so many of these films, almost the entire running time consists of a central family who find
themselves caught up in an almost sentient disaster which then proceeds to chase them all over the
country. Shots of the fire twister chasing a jeep must take up at least half of the running time. The
acting is wooden, the characters are made of cardboard, and the movie exudes cheapness from
every poor. I love the over the top nature of the evil company which sends a machine-gun toting hit
squad after any witnesses to this man-made catastrophe; totally over the top and cheesy with it. The
only positive I can find to say about FIRE TWISTER is that the CGI effects aren't quite as terrible as is
the norm for this genre. Someone said, "I can create a CG fire twister, let's make a film about it." Not
as good as the shark idea, but it has Casper Van Dien, who hasn't saved the planet in a "B" movie in
nearly a month. A fire twister is let loose on LA (the facts aren't important) and Scott (Van Dien) is
the only man who can stop it...and that scientist guy (Jeff Clarke). Scott has a crew of Warm Earthers
with him as they drive around in a bullet resistant Ford (The Unstoppable) with the gang that
couldn't shoot straight on their tail. Scott is a former LA fireman which means he is part Navy Seal
and part chemical engineer.

This film had one of the worst escape scenes I have seen in a long time.

The film is described as "When a mysterious orb of light strikes a deep water oil rig, the massive
explosion erupts into a ball of flames creating a swirling mass of clouds and fire."

That is not this film.

The kids might like it, or hate you for making them watch it. Made for US TV. d6a2afd33b 
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